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ABSTRACT
This paper introduces an unsupervised model for audio-visual
localization, which aims to identify regions in the visual data that
produce sounds. Our key technical contribution is to demonstrate
that using distilled prior knowledge of both sounds and objects
in an unsupervised learning phase can improve performance
significantly. We propose an Audio-Visual Correspondence (AVC)
model consisting of an audio and a vision student, which are
respectively supervised by an audio teacher (audio recognition
model) and a vision teacher (object detection model). Leveraging a
contrastive learning approach, the AVC student model extracts
features from sounds and images and computes a localization
map, discovering the regions of the visual data that correspond
to the sound signal. Simultaneously, the teacher models provide
feature-based hints from their last layers to supervise the AVC
model in the training phase. In the test phase, the teachers are
removed. Our extensive experiments show that the proposed model
outperforms the state-of-the-art audio-visual localization models
on 10k and 144k subsets of the Flickr and VGGS datasets, including
cross-dataset validation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Audio-visual localization identifies spatial regions in visual data that
correlate with sound sources. This task has applications in various
fields such as security [33], assistive technology [17], and speech
recognition [5]. For example, assistive electronic devices with
audio-visual localization can provide spatial audio and visual cues
to help people with visual or hearing impairments communicate.

A promising call of existing deep learning models [18, 20, 30,
32, 39] for audio-visual localization tend to use large amounts
of unlabeled videos, rather than consuming resources to provide
annotation for small sets of data. One challenge in unsupervised
approaches is that learning from unlabeled data usually results in
worse performance than when the data is labeled. For example,
[28] demonstrated that a supervised model on 2.5k labeled data
achieved a cIoU of 80.4 and an AUC of 60.3; however, when the
samemodel was trained on 144k unlabeled samples, its performance
dropped to 66.0 and 55.8, respectively. To address this challenge,
a general solution is to learn from audio and visual correlation
in a self-supervised manner [2, 18, 21, 32, 36]. Although these
methods have demonstrated potential in unsupervised audio-visual
localization, their primary focus lies in association of spatial
locations in visual data to the audio signal, merely using a
contrastive learning strategy. However, this approach can result in
either inadequate or excessive association between the visual area
and the sound signal [21]. To address this issue, several solutions
have been proposed [6, 21, 28, 30]. For instance, [28] suggests
incorporating a portion of labeled data during the training phase,
while [6] proposes a learning scheme that considers non-object
backgrounds as distracting areas and tries to focus on the objects,
and [21] presents an object-guided model during the inference
phase to emphasize the objects in the scene. These methods learn
from potential locations [21, 30, 39] or filter out the distracting
regions [6], without fully considering the knowledge of acoustics
and objects simultaneously. Although these methods are effective,
they still rely on some labeled data, or need object guided models
in the inference phase.

Similar to [21], we use contrastive learning, a well-suited
approach for capturing image-sound similarities in a joint
embedding space. However, to address unsuitable association
between the visual area and the sound signal, we propose a
knowledge distillation framework, in which we transfer the
knowledge from pre-trained audio classifiers and object detectors to
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our audio and visual student models, respectively. We demonstrate
that this approach is simple but effective as it does not
require training the teacher models nor add complexity to the
inference phase. Evaluations on well-known datasets confirm the
effectiveness of our approach.

Our main contributions are:
• we introduce an unsupervised student-teacher architecture
for audio-visual localization that leverages distilled prior
knowledge of objects and sounds to improve the performance
of a simple Audio-Visual Correspondence (AVC) model,
without the need for labeled data.

• we introduce a knowledge distillation approach in which
the students and teachers were trained on distinct datasets
and tasks. This means our approach allows us to distill and
transfer knowledge from one task to another, even when
the datasets employed in these tasks vary in terms of type,
annotations, and size.

• we demonstrate the effectiveness of both visual- and
audio-based prior knowledge for audio-visual localization,
addressing a gap in the existing research domain.

• we show that our proposed method achieves state-of-the-art
results in unsupervised learning scenarios and cross-dataset
validation on the Flickr [3] and VGGS datasets [7].

2 RELATEDWORK
Our proposed method focuses on audio-visual localization and falls
within the scope of several research domains, including audio-visual
localization, knowledge distillation and contrastive learning. In the
following, we survey several papers that are related to our work in
terms of their research focus.

2.1 Audio-Visual Localization
Audio-visual localization has been extensively studied in the
literature [1, 6, 7, 18, 20–23, 25, 28–30, 32, 36, 39]. In general, the
audio-visual localization models consist of three building blocks: A
sound encoder, a visual encoder, and a localization block [40]. The
sound and visual building blocks extract generalized features from
audio and visual data, respectively, while the last block computes
an audio-visual localization map that pinpoints the spatial location
of the acoustic signals on the visual data.

Since it is expensive to prepare large labeled learning
benchmarks, major unlabeled audio-visual localization datasets
[3, 7] were collected from Flickr and Youtube, and a small part of
them was later annotated for evaluation of the algorithms [6, 28].
These datasets are video-based; however, instead of analyzing
several frames [27], many methods [6, 21, 28] extract one frame
from the visual data and use a few seconds of the acoustic data
around it to perform the audio-visual localization task. For example,
[21, 28] extract the middle frame from the video clips and use the
middle 3 seconds of the sound and process it in the frequency
domain, while [30] takes the middle frame and uses the first 20
seconds of the sound signal.

Another aspect that is common in the literature is the use of
unsupervised and self-supervised learning strategies [18, 30, 32].
For instance, [18] presents an iterative contrastive representation
learning approach, in which, instead of using prior assumptions or

labels, it leverages the relationships between audio and visual data
in one epoch for the next epochs and additionally suggests finding
the positive samples for learning a contrastive representation
from different video clips. [32] is a recent work that proposes a
self-supervised method to improve the contrastive learning strategy
by providing reliable positive and negative samples.

It is worth mentioning that some existing works, such as [21, 25,
28] process the acoustic data as a whole, instead of separating
sounds from each other [36]. For instance, [25] introduces a
two-stage framework to first classify the input data and then uses
class activation maps and audio-visual correspondence to relate
different sounds to relevant locations on the visual data. Differently,
[36] uses a sound separation sub-network to separate sound sources
and locate the relevant visual source in the visual data. This idea
can help to filter out the sounds from non-objects and the objects
that are presented in the scene but do not emit any sound.

In audio-visual localization, the models localize the sounds from
presented objects in the scene, rather than non-objects like the wind
or absent objects [36, 39]. For example, [39] uses a visual reasoning
module to first recognize the regions with objects, and then uses
the correlation between audio and visual data to guide the model
to recognize which objects in the scene produce the sound.

In conclusion, while the current literature on audio-visual
localization has made notable strides in precisely localizing sounds
within visual scenes, several challenges remain, which we aim
to tackle in this paper. These include examining the impact of
acoustic and visual knowledge on model performance, utilizing
large pre-trained models during the learning phase rather than
the inference phase, and addressing the issue of low accuracy in
unsupervised audio-visual localization tasks.

2.2 Knowledge distillation
Knowledge distillation is used to transfer knowledge from a large,
complex model (the teacher) to a smaller, simpler model (the
student) [12]. The student model is able to learn from the teacher’s
logits or predictions, known as hints, without having to process
all of the data that the teacher did. This may result in similar
performance as the teacher, while using fewer resources.

In the context of cross-modal knowledge distillation, Perez et
al. [24] introduce a model for audio-visual action recognition,
in which one acoustic-student model learns from two teachers
trained on heterogeneous data, i.e., RGB video, raw audio signals,
and acoustic images, in which sound waves are represented in
a three-dimensional space. In addition, Chen et al. [9] propose a
framework for video-based human activity recognition, in which
one 3D video-based student model learns from two pre-trained
teachers. Compared to prior studies [9, 24], not only we consider
different research questions and datasets, but also we propose a
knowledge distillation architecture that comprises two students and
two teachers. Specifically, we employ an audio teacher to supervise
the audio student, and a separate visual teacher to oversee the
visual student. This approach is distinct from previous works [9, 24],
which often utilize only one student to learn both modalities.
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2.3 Contrastive learning for cross-modal data
Contrastive learning is categorized as an unsupervised learning
approach that aims to learn a representation of data that clusters
the positive (similar) samples together and pushes the negative
(dissimilar) instances apart. Prominent works such as [8], [13],
and [19] showed that a proper contrastive learning regime on
the visual-based datasets can significantly close the performance
gap between unsupervised and supervised approaches, which
encouraged more exploration of contrastive learning techniques for
cross-modal tasks. For example, CLIP [26] is a contrastive learning
framework that can learn joint representations of images and text.
The CLIP model is trained on a massive dataset of image-text pairs,
which allows it to learn to associate images with relevant text
descriptions and vice versa. In this context, [1, 2, 14, 21, 25, 28]
use contrastive learning to optimize the audio-visual localization
map. For instance, [6] uses a noise-contrastive term, which helps to
reduce the impact of trivial similarities and increase the emphasis
on meaningful similarities. This is achieved by comparing each
input representation with a set of negative instances, which are
drawn randomly from a noise distribution. The model is then
trained to maximize the difference between the similarity scores
of the positive pairs and the negative pairs. We used the suggested
contrastive learning approach from [21] in our AVC model, as it
has demonstrated effectiveness in audio-visual localization

3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Problem setting
Let

{
(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) |𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛

}
be a dataset of 𝑛 pairs of sound 𝑎𝑖 and

image 𝑣 𝑗 . Inputs 𝑎𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 are correlated when 𝑖 = 𝑗 . Pre-processing
details of the inputs are presented in Section 3.6. The goal is to learn
an unsupervised model 𝐹𝑎𝑣 ((𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 )) that outputs a localization map{
𝑜
𝑥𝑦

𝑖 𝑗
|𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛

}
𝑖=𝑗

with the same spatial size of 𝑣 𝑗 , such that

𝑥𝑦 refers to (𝑥,𝑦) coordinates in image 𝑣 𝑗 .

3.2 Overview
As shown in Fig. 1, our proposed audio-visual localization model
comprises three components: the Audio-Visual Correspondence
(AVC)model, the audio-teachermodel, and the visual-teachermodel.
The AVC student model, which consists of an acoustic student and
a visual student, extracts the features from sound 𝑎𝑖 and image 𝑣 𝑗
and uses a contrastive learning approach to learn a localization
map 𝑜

𝑥𝑦

𝑖 𝑗
. This localization map identifies regions in the visual

data that correlate with the sound signal. It is worth noting that
the contrastive learning is based on a similarity computation that
is performed for every possible audio-visual pair (𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ), where
1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑘 and 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑘 , and 𝑘 is the number of instances in each
sample batch. Simultaneously, while the AVCmodel learns from this
contrastive approach, we utilize a knowledge distillation strategy to
transfer object and acoustic knowledge to the AVC student model.
Two teacher models, namely a sound [16] and an object recognition
model [4] provide their learned features (feature-based hints) to
supervise the AVC student. This supervision aims to ensure that the
output features of the acoustic student and the visual student are
respectively aligned with the features of existing sounds and objects
in the input data. Intuitively, the feature-based hints of the teacher

models provide valuable prior knowledge (i.e., class information of
objects and sounds, as well as the spatial locations of objects within
the scene) for audio-visual localization. The remaining sections
explain the components of our proposed framework.

3.3 Audio-Visual Correspondence (AVC) model
The AVC model (Fig. 2) consists of two student models that
processes the audio and visual inputs and aims to capture the
correlations between audio signals and the corresponding visual
cues. When audio is associated with a specific sound in the image,
there will be visual cues in the image that correspond to that sound
source. For example, if the sound source is a person speaking,
visual cues like the presence of a person’s face are likely correlated
with the audio signal. Through training on a diverse dataset of
audio-visual pairs, the model learns to identify and associate these
visual cues with the corresponding audio features. By maximizing
the agreement between the visual and audio representations of
positive pairs, the model implicitly learns to identify the pixels in
the image that emit the sound, as these pixels are responsible for
the visual cues associated with the sound source.

The AVC model consists of two student models 𝐹𝑎 (·) and 𝐹𝑣 (·)
that respectively process the sound 𝑎𝑖 and image 𝑣 𝑗 , and obtain the
corresponding 𝑓𝑎𝑖 and 𝑓𝑣𝑗 feature maps. Details of these encoders
are presented in Section 3.6. We compute the cosine similarity
between audio features 𝑓𝑎𝑖 and visual features 𝑓𝑣𝑗 , where 𝑖, 𝑗 =

1, · · · , 𝑘 and 𝑘 is the number of samples in each sample batch.
The dimensions of 𝑓𝑎𝑖 and 𝑓𝑣𝑗 are respectively 1 × 1 × 𝑐 and
ℎ× 𝑤 × 𝑐 , in which ℎ,𝑤 , and 𝑐 stand for height, width, and channel
dimensions of the feature maps. As a result, we obtain 𝑘2 numbers
of cross-modal feature maps (or output localization maps), each
with a size of ℎ × 𝑤 . Note that 𝑘 of these feature maps (shown
on the main diagonal of the 𝑂𝑘×𝑘 tensor in Fig. 2) are related to
the same audio-image pair

{
(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) |𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛

}
𝑖=𝑗

, and the rest
are related to different audio-image pairs

{
(𝑎𝑖 , 𝑣 𝑗 ) |𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛

}
𝑖≠𝑗

.
We consider the maximum pixel value in each output map (i.e., each
element of the 𝑂𝑘×𝑘 tensor) to build the cross-similarity matrix
𝑆𝑘×𝑘 . We then use this matrix and its permuted version 𝑆𝑇

𝑘×𝑘 to
form a symmetric measure, and then we use a softmax activation
followed by a cross-entropy loss function to optimize the similarity
loss 𝐿S as:

LS = −log exp(𝑆𝑘×𝑘/𝜏)∑
𝑘 exp(𝑆𝑘×𝑘/𝜏)

·
exp(𝑆𝑇

𝑘×𝑘/𝜏)∑
𝑘 exp(𝑆𝑇𝑘×𝑘/𝜏)

, (1)

where 𝜏 is a hyperparameter acting as a smoothing factor [34]. This
loss function was previously discussed e.g., in [8, 13, 19, 21] and is
known as a contrastive learning loss function.

Note that, in the inference phase, we only compute the elements
on the main diagonal of the 𝑂𝑘×𝑘 matrix, and extrapolate them
with a bilinear operation to have the same resolution as the input
image 𝑣 𝑗 .

3.4 Audio and visual teachers
The audio-visual localization task involves identifying the source of
sounds that originate from visible objects within a scene. Therefore,
excluding non-object sounds, such as those caused by wind or
sounds that do not correspond to objects presented in the visual
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Figure 1: Overview of our proposed model. Two teachers (in green) supervise the training of the Audio-Visual Correspondence
(AVC) model (in yellow), which generates a localization map as output. The green blocks are removed at the inference phase.

Figure 2: Details of the contrastive learning in the AVCmodel.
Similarity is computed via the cosine similarity measure.
The tensor𝑂𝑘×𝑘 has four dimensions, so each of its elements
(e.g., 𝑜𝑘𝑘 in the red circle) has two dimensions and provides a
localization map. The maximum value of each localization
map constructs a matrix 𝑆𝑘×𝑘 , which is optimized using the
cross entropy loss function.

data, can facilitate the learning of audio-visual localization. Having
this in mind, we use an object detection model as a teaching
model and transfer the object-based features to the visual student.
While various object detectors are available, we opted for DETR [4]
(DEtection TRansformer) in this study due to its publicly available
pre-trained weights and user-friendly nature. DETR processes
the input image 𝑣 𝑗 using a ResNet50 feature extractor, followed
by an encoder-decoder transformer [37] that outputs the visual
embedding 𝑒𝑣𝑗 . We expect the embeddings 𝑒𝑣𝑗 to include high-level
semantic information about the scene, such as the class and location
of the objects. Note that the knowledge distillation does not rely
on object bounding boxes or class labels, instead, it uses the DETR
feature maps to transfer these semantic knowledge. As in Fig. 1,
we define a loss function to encourage the visual encoder 𝐹𝑣 (.) to
learn from the existing semantic information in 𝑒𝑣𝑗 by minimizing

the mean squared error (squared L2 norm) between each element
in 𝑓𝑣𝑗 and our target embedding 𝑒𝑣𝑗 as:

Lv =
1
𝑘

𝑘∑︁
𝑗=1

(𝑓𝑣𝑗 − 𝑒𝑣𝑗 )2, (2)

where 𝑘 is the number of samples in each sample batch. Following
the same idea for the audio modality, we use the Pretrained Audio
Neural Networks (PANNs) [16] as our audio teacher:

La =
1
𝑘

𝑘∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝑓𝑎𝑖 − 𝑒𝑎𝑖 )2 . (3)

The PANNs model is an audio pattern recognition framework
that performs multi-label sound classification. This model
combines the features extracted from raw waveforms and log-Mel
spectrograms to obtain the audio embeddings 𝑒𝑎𝑖 , while the audio
student 𝐹𝑎 (.) extracts the features 𝑓𝑎𝑖 based on a log-spectrogram
input. log-Mel spectrogram is more condensed and is useful for
capturing the overall characteristics, while a log-spectrogram
focuses on fine details. Therefore, Eq. 3 helps the audio student to
learn from overall characteristics of the audio signal.

We chose PANNs because it is trained on the Audio-set dataset
[11] and has pre-trained weights with rich audio knowledge.
Audio-set contains over 5000 hours of audio data with 527 sound
classes, and samples have been collected from Youtube videos. Note
that the datasets [3, 7] for the audio-visual localization task were
collected from similar sources (i.e., Flickr and Youtube), assuring
that our teacher and student models have access to a similar
distribution of training data.

Overall, the AVC model is optimized using a loss function
that combines the contrastive learning scheme (Eq. 1) with the
visual and acoustic knowledge distillation approach (Eq. 2 and
Eq. 3), and is defined as: Ltotal = 𝛼1LS + 𝛼2La + 𝛼3Lv, where
the hyper-parameters 𝛼1 to 𝛼3 control the relative impact of the
contrastive learning component and each teacher model in the
training process. To ensure that the contribution of each component
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in the loss function is balanced, we set the hyper-parameter values
to prevent the dominance of any term over the others. Specifically,
we selected values of 𝛼1 = 1, 𝛼2 = 1000, and 𝛼3 = 100,000 to ensure
that the loss terms fall within the same value range.

3.5 Object-guided inference
As suggested by EZ-VSL [21], an audio-visual localizationmodel can
benefit from an object-guided model in the inference phase. EZ-VSL
[21] shows that a ResNet18 pre-trained on ImageNet improves
the model performance in identifying the location of the acoustic
signals in the visual data. Following this idea, we propose the
object-guided variant of our AVC model (OG-AVC): Specifically,
we use a standard ResNet18 model, excluding the last pooling and
fully connected layers. We squeeze the features extracted from
the ResNet backbone in the channel dimension using a mean
operation and use a bilinear extrapolation to obtain an object-based
localization map of the same size to the input image. To generate
the output localization map, we use a weighted combination of two
sources: the object-based localization map and the output of our
AVC inference model. The weight for the object-based map is set
to 0.4, while the AVC output is weighted at 0.6. Further details on
this process are provided in the results section.

In an additional step, we integrated the predictions from our
visual teacher, known as DETR [4], into our approach and proposed
a variant of OG-AVC called OG-AVC-DETR. We considered the
latest feature maps of DETR inference model that exhibited a
confidence score. In particular, feature channels with confidence
score of ≥ 0.3 indicate the presence of an object within the channel.
Subsequently, we performed a mean operation on the remaining
feature maps and compressed them. The resulting output was then
extrapolated bilinearly, yielding a localization map with the same
dimensions as the input image. By combining the predictions from
the DETR model with ResNet18 and our proposed AVC model, each
weighted equally at 1/3, we obtained the final output localization
map. We compare the object-guided version of our model with
EZ-VSL [21] in the next section.

3.6 Implementation details
Similar to recent works [6, 18, 21], we use the ResNet18 backbone in
our AVC model to extract features from both modalities and follow
the same data pre-processing procedure as in [6, 21]. It is worth
mentioning that we used ViT [10] and different CNN encoders
(ResNet, VGG [31], and EfficientNet [35]) on the 10k datasets and
realized that our model works better when we use ResNet encoders;
specifically, smaller models (ResNet18) could generalize better,
probably because bigger models overfit to the training data.

For the student encoders 𝐹𝑎 (.) and 𝐹𝑣 (.), we employed
the ResNet18 model with minor modifications in the final
layers. Specifically, to design our 𝐹𝑣 (.), the average pooling
and fully connected layer of ResNet18 are omitted, and instead,
a 1×1 convolutional layer is introduced, transforming the
512-dimensional feature maps to 2048 dimensions. We input images
of size 224×224 to 𝐹𝑣 (.) and obtain a feature map of size 7×7×2048.

To process audio signals, we use a mono-channel setup with a
sampling rate of 22,050 Hz. Following [22] and [32], we focus on
the central 3 seconds of each sound signal, which is equivalent to

66,150 sampling points. We selected 3-second chunks because it is
probably sufficient to capture the main content of the audio that is
temporally relevant to the visual frame while avoiding potentially
irrelevant sounds. Next, similar to [6] and [21], we generate a
log-spectrogram to enable the use of convolutional neural networks
(CNN) for audio signal processing. We fed the log-spectrogram
to the audio student model because it is simple to compute and
contains the overall characteristics of the audio, which helps the
audio student learn coarse audio features to be matched to the
coarse visual cues obtained by the visual student. To generate the
log-spectrogram, we segment the sampling points into windows
of 512 points each, with adjacent windows overlapping by around
50% to reduce the occurrence of artifacts in the spectrogram. To
visualize the spectrogram, we apply a logarithmic transformation
to compress the amplitude values and obtain a log-spectrogram of
dimension 1×257×276. Without applying any augmentations, we
feed the log-spectrogram to the audio encoder 𝐹𝑎 (.) and obtain a
feature map of size 1×1×512. The audio encoder 𝐹𝑎 (.) is a Resnet18
in which the first 2D convolution is modified to receive the single
channel image (i.e., log-spectrogram of dimension 1×257×276)
and the last average pooling and fully connected (FC) layers are
removed, and instead, we add a max pooling layer followed by a FC
layer with 2048 output channels. The reason to add this FC layer
is to map the audio features to a shared feature space with the
visual features. As a result of analyzing the input log-spectrogram
of audio signals, we obtain a feature map of size 1×1×2048.

We map both modalities into a shared latent space using
projection layers (Conv2d and FC layer shown in Fig. 1) with
2048 output channels. Then, we normalize the feature maps
before applying Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. These equations require the
pre-trained prior-knowledge embeddings 𝑒𝑎𝑖 and 𝑒𝑣𝑗 as well.
To minimize training time and computation cost, we use the
teacher models in an offline mode. Specifically, we extract the
prior-knowledge embeddings by the teacher models and store them
on the disk. During the training of the student model, we load these
pre-extracted embeddings instead of running the teacher models
to generate them repeatedly in each epoch.

We trained the model for 100 epochs with a batch size of 128,
and considered the Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate
of 0.0001, without a scheduler. The training was performed on a
single NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4090 GPU with a power capacity of
450 Watt and a memory of 24,564 MebiBytes (MiB).

4 EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
4.1 Datasets and metrics
We trained our proposed framework on two 10k and 144k random
subsets of Flicker [3] and VGGS [7] datasets. The Flickr dataset
[3] consists of over 2 million unconstrained videos from Flickr
with a length of 10 seconds, while the VGGS dataset [7] comprises
over 200k video clips captured from Youtube. We then tested our
model on the Flickr test set [28] and VGGSS set [6]. The Flickr test
set [28] has 250 samples, while the VGGSS set [6] consists of 5k
annotated samples. Both test sets have annotations for bounding
boxes around the location of the emitted sounds. It is worth noting
that we could evaluate the performance of our inference model
based on 4600 samples of VGGSS [6], as the other instances were
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Model Train set Test cIoU AUC
AVC-10k Flickr-10k Flickr 77.7±2.4 60.0±1.6

Flickr-10k VGGSS 29.4±1.7 35.0±0.7
VGGS-10k VGGSS 33.8±2.4 36.7±1.2
VGGS-10k Flickr 78.9±2.0 61.0±0.9

AVC-144k Flickr-144k Flickr 78.5±1.8 61.0±0.8
Flickr-144k VGGSS 31.5±3.4 35.8±1.4
VGGS-144k VGGSS 37.9±0.5 38.5±0.3
VGGS-144k Flickr 81.4±2.2 63.1±0.9

Table 1: The cross-dataset performance of the proposed AVC
model. VGGSS [6] is the test set for VGGS [7]. 10k and 144k
refer to the number of samples used for training the model.
Values are based on 10 training and testing runs.

unavailable on Youtube. Over time, the number of available samples
may even decrease. We evaluated our model on these datasets
using a pre-processing approach described in [21, 28]. This involved
extracting a 3-second audio signal and selecting one frame from
the visual data at the 5-second mark. We utilized this audio-image
pair to train our unsupervised learning method. Following [25,
28], we evaluate our model using the consensus Intersection over
Union (cIoU) and Area Under Curve (AUC), in which a higher
value indicates better performance, respectively, in terms of better
localization and correctly identifying true positives while avoiding
false positives. A detailed definition can be find at [28].

4.2 Evaluation and ablation studies
In this section, we evaluate our proposed model on the 10k and 144k
subsets of both Flickr [3] and VGGS [7], including a cross-dataset
evaluation, in which we interchangeably test the models on Flickr
[28] and VGGSS [6]. Furthermore, we perform an ablation study to
determine the impact of each component in the framework.

Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed AVC model on
different train and test sets. The train sets are Flickr-10k, Flickr-144k,
VGGS-10k, and VGGS-144k, and the test sets are either Flickr [28]
or VGGSS [6]. Overall, the results suggest that the performance
of the proposed AVC model is strongly influenced by the choice
of training and test sets, as well as the size of the training set.
For example, when trained on 144k samples, the model achieves
better performance for all test sets compared to when trained on
10k samples. Additionally, Table 1 shows that the model performs
significantly better on the Flickr test set by hovering around a cIoU
of 80 and an AUC of 60, compared to the VGGSS test set, with cIoU
and AUC scores of around 30 and 35, respectively. This suggests
that the Flickr test set could be simpler than VGGSS. Another point
is that the model achieves better results when trained on VGGS
and tested on Flickr, regardless of the number of train samples,
indicating that the model generalizes better when trained on VGGS
sets rather than Flickr sets.

Table 2 shows the effects of ablating the audio and visual teachers
separately and jointly in training phase of the AVC-10kmodel on the
Flickr-10k dataset. Note that, as in knowledge distillation learning,
the teacher models are only used for the training phase, and the
inference model is the AVC model, i.e., the yellow block in Fig. 1.
The first row of Table 2 shows the performance of the base model,
which is the AVC model, trained only using a contrastive learning
approach, without the supervision of any teacher. This suggests that

Mode AVC Audio
teacher

Visual
teacher

cIoU AUC

Base ✓ - - 67.4±3.8 56.3±1.7

AVC-10k
✓ ✓ - 74.5±2.3 58.4±0.6
✓ - ✓ 71.6±5.2 57.9±2.3
✓ ✓ ✓ 77.7±2.4 59.9±1.5

OG-AVC-10k ✓ ✓ ✓ 82.7±1.0 62.8±0.6
Table 2: Ablation studies in training phase: analyzing the
impact of ablating the teachers on the AVC model. Teachers
were removed at the inference phase. OG-AVC-10k is the
object-guided variant of AVC-10k. The model was trained on
the Flickr-10k and tested on the Flickr test set.

when the model only learns from the hidden correlation between
audio and visual data to identify the location of the acoustic sound
in the visual scene, the cIoU and AUC hover around 67.4 and
56.3, respectively; however, when the audio teacher helps the AVC
student in the learning phase, the AVC student achieves 74.5 of the
cIoU and 58.4 of the AUC. If we only use the visual teacher model to
supervise the AVC student in the training phase, the inference AVC
model obtains a cIoU of 71.6 and an AUC of 57.9, indicating that the
visual teacher has a lower impact than the audio teacher on average.
As expected, when both teachers supervise the learning process of
the AVC student, the AVC model shows its highest performance
with a cIoU of 77.7 and an AUC of 59.9.

The last row in Table 2, indicated as OG-AVC-10k, shows the
results for an object-guided version of the AVC-10k model, in which
a pixel-wise aggregation is performed between the prediction of the
AVC student and that of an object-guided model, i.e., a ResNet18
pre-trained on ImageNet. The best results for OG-AVC-10k were
obtained for a weighting factor of 0.4 for the output of the
pre-trained ResNet18 model and a corresponding weighting of 0.6
for the output of the AVC inference model. As a result of this step,
the model achieves a cIoU score of 82.7 and an AUC of 62.8.

Table 3 presents the detailed results of using the pre-trained
ResNet18 in the inference phase, indicating that employing an
object-guided model during the inference phase yields a significant
improvement in the model performance (see Sec. 3.5). Specifically,
comparing the results in Table 1 and Table 3 demonstrates that the
object-guided version of AVC (OG-AVC) outperforms the original
AVC model for all the experiments on both Flickr and VGGSS
test sets, with an improvement of around 5 scores for cIoU and 3
scores for AUC. For example, AVC-10k trained and tested on Flickr
achieves a cIoU of 77.7 and an AUC of 60.0, while OG-AVC-10k
improves these scores to 82.7 and 62.8, respectively.

Our AVC model has 24.5 million parameters and performs about
7.2 billion floating-point operations (FLOPs) to process a single
input. Employing ResNet18 as the object-guided model adds 11.2
million parameters and 1.8 billion FLOPs to the inference model.

4.3 Comparison with recent works
Table 4 shows the quantitative results of the comparison of our AVC
model with regard to several existing methods [1, 6, 18, 23, 25, 28,
30, 32] based on two subsets of the Flickr dataset [3]: 10k and 144k.
These works were selected as they are some of the most recent and
relevant unsupervised approaches, proposing solutions to improve
the contrasting learning strategy in audio-visual localization. When
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Model Train set Test cIoU AUC
OG-AVC-10k Flickr-10k Flickr 82.7±1.0 62.8±0.6

VGGS-10k VGGSS 37.1±1.3 38.2±0.6
Flickr-10k VGGSS 34.5±1.1 37.2±0.4
VGGS-10k Flickr 82.0±1.2 62.7±0.4

OG-AVC-144k Flickr-144k Flickr 83.7±1.1 63.4±0.3
VGGS-144k VGGSS 39.2±0.5 39.2±0.3
Flickr-144k VGGSS 35.8±2.1 37.7±0.8
VGGS-144k Flickr 82.8±1.0 63.6±0.3

Table 3: The performance of the proposed model equipped
with an object-guided model in the inference phase. OG-AVC
indicates the object-guided version, in which ResNet18’s
prediction is aggregated with that of AVC. 10k and 144k refer
to the number of samples used for training themodel. VGGSS
[6] is the test set for VGGS [7].

we train and test the proposed AVC model for 10 rounds on
Flickr-10k, we achieve a cIoU of 77.7 and an AUC of 60.0, surpassing
all the methods by at least a margin of 3.4 on cIoU and 1.3 on
AUC. The evaluation results show that training on a larger set
(Flickr-144k) improves the performance in respect of cIoU and AUC
for all the methods; our proposed AVC-144k still surpasses all the
methods [6, 14, 23, 28, 32] on cIoU by a margin of 2.6 and competes
with [32] by achieving an equal AUC of 61.0.

Table 5 shows the comparison results of our AVC-10k and
AVC-144k models with several recent works, when were trained
on 10k and 144k samples of VGGS [7] and tested on VGGSS [6].
This table shows that our AVC-10k achieves a cIoU of 33.8 and
an AUC of 36.7, which outperformed all other models [6, 28, 32]
by a margin of 2.4 on cIoU and placed second best on AUC, after
the SSPL [32] method with an AUC of 36.9. However, when the
training data is increased to 144k samples, our model (AVC-144k)
outperforms all the other methods [1, 6, 25, 28, 29, 32] by at least a

Train set Model cIoU AUC
Flickr-10k Attention [28] 43.6 44.9

CoarsetoFine [25] 52.2 49.6
AVObject [1] 54.6 50.4
LVS [6] 58.2 52.5
LM [23] 56.8 50.7
USLICL [18] 71.0 58.0
TDA [30] 73.4 57.6
SSPL [32] 74.3 58.7
AVC-10k† (ours) 77.7 60.0

Flickr-144k Attention [28] 66.0 55.8
DMC [14] 67.1 56.8
LM [23] 68.4 57.0
LVS [6] 69.9 57.3
SSPL [32] 75.9 61.0
AVC-144k† (ours) 78.5 61.0

Table 4: Comparison results with several state-of-the-art
models on the Flickr dataset. The models were trained on
random subsets (10k and 144k) of the Flickr dataset [3] and
tested on a test set with 250 annotated samples [6]. † shows
the average results obtained from 10 train and test runs of
our AVC model. The best results are bold.

Train set Model cIoU AUC
VGGS-10k Attention [28] 16.0 28.3

LVS [6] 27.7 34.9
SSPL [32] 31.4 36.9
AVC-10k† (ours) 33.8 36.7

VGGS-144k Attention [28] 18.5 30.2
CoarsetoFine [25] 29.1 34.8
AVObject [1] 29.7 35.7
SSPL [32] 33.9 38.0
LVS [6] 34.4 38.2
HardPos [29] 34.6 38.0
AVC-144k† (ours) 37.9 38.5

Table 5: Comparison results on the VGGS dataset. Themodels
were trained on random subsets (10k and 144k) of VGGS [7]
and tested on VGGSS [6]. † shows the average results of 10
train and test runs. The best results are bold.

margin of 3.3 on cIoU and 0.5 on AUC. The increase in cIoU scores
by 3.3 demonstrates that our AVC-144k method has significantly
improved the accuracy of audio-visual localization. Furthermore,
the superior performance of our method, with a 0.5 AUC score,
indicates its enhanced ability to effectively differentiate between
positive and negative samples.

4.4 Cross-dataset evaluation
Table 6 shows the comparison results between our proposed model
and recent methods [6, 28, 32], when all the methods are trained
on VGGS-10k and VGGS-144k and tested on Flickr test set [28].
This cross-dataset validation shows that our model outperforms all
other models, with a cIoU of 78.9 and an AUC of 61.0, when trained
on VGGS-10k, indicating that our model surpasses the second-best
method (SSPL [32]) by a margin of 2.6 and 1.1, respectively. On
VGGS-114k, the performance improvement of our method over
SSPL [32] increases to 3.7 for cIoU and 2.6 for AUC.

4.5 Object-guided variant evaluation
As discussed in section 3.5, the audio-visual localization models
can benefit from an object-guided model in the inference phase,
which is suggested by EZ-VSL [21]. To have a fair comparison with
EZ-VSL [21], we used the same settings and object-guided model
(i.e., a pre-trained ResNet18) in the inference phase. Table 7 shows
that our approach improves the cIoU from 81.9 to 82.7 and the
AUC from 62.6 to 62.8, when we train both methods on Flickr-10k.

Train set Test set Model cIoU AUC
VGGS-
10k

Flickr Attention∗ [28] 52.2 50.2
LVS [6] 61.8 53.6
SSPL [32] 76.3 59.1
AVC† (ours) 78.9 61.0

VGGS-
144k

Flickr LVS [6] 71.9 58.2
SSPL [32] 76.7 60.5
AVC† (ours) 81.4 63.1

Table 6: Performance for cross-dataset validation. † shows
the average results of 10 train and test runs. ∗ denotes that
the results were taken from [32]. The best results are bold.
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Train set Test Model cIoU AUC
Flickr-10k Flickr EZ-VSL [21] 81.9 62.6

Flickr OG-AVC-10k † 82.7 62.8
Flickr-144k Flickr EZ-VSL [21] 83.1 63.1

Flickr OG-AVC-144k † 83.7 63.4
VGGS-144k VGGSS EZ-VSL [21] 38.9 39.5

VGGSS OG-AVC-144k † 39.2 39.2
Table 7: Performance when an object-guided model (i.e.,
a pre-trained ResNet18 on ImageNet) cooperates with
the inference model. † shows the average results of our
object-guided version of AVC in the inference phase for 10
runs. The best results are bold.

Our OG-AVC-144k achieves a cIoU of 83.7 and an AUC of 63.4,
while EZ-VSL [21] falls behind our method, with a cIoU of 83.1
and an AUC of 63.1. Moreover, our model is also evaluated on the
VGGS-144k dataset, where it achieves better results than EZ-VSL
[21] in terms of cIoU, while the AUC decreases by 0.3 scores.

We tested our object-guided model with different pre-trained
models of ResNet (ResNet18, ResNet34, ResNet50, ResNet101),
VGG16, and EfficientNet, and achieved the best results when a
ResNet18 is considered as the object-guided model. In a further
step, we also incorporated the predictions of the visual teacher
model (i.e., DETR [4]) in the inference phase. This means that
the final localization map is obtained from a weighted addition
(with a weighting factor of 1/3) of three models. As a result of
this experiment, the quantitative results of the OG-AVC remained
almost the same for Flickr test set [28]; however, the qualitative
results showed a meaningful improvement (see Fig. 3). As the DETR
model has 36.8 million parameters and requires 57.1 billion FLOPs,
our OG-AVC-DETR variant has 61.3 million parameters and 64.3
billion FLOPs in the inference phase.

4.6 Qualitative results
Figure 3 shows the qualitative performance of our AVC-144k model,
the object-guided variant (OG-AVC-144k), and its extension based
on the DETR object detection model [4] (i.e., OG-AVC-DETR) on
a few samples from the Flickr test set [6]. Note that the input to
the models is one image along with a 3-second audio signal. The
ground truth annotation is a bounding box around the location
of the sound in the image, and each image has been annotated by
3 annotators, while each annotator may annotate multiple sound
locations. The qualitative results indicate that the AVC-144k model
could predict the sound locations in the image successfully. When
we incorporate the pre-trained ResNet18 in the inference phase, our
model (OG-AVC-144k) shows a slight improvement in identifying
the sound location in the first two rows in Fig. 3, while it misleads
the model in the examples shown in the last two rows. The last
column shows the prediction of the proposed method, in which we
aggregate the predictions of a pre-trained ResNet18 and an object
detection model (DETR [4]) with our AVC-144k student model,
each with a weight of 1/3. The qualitative results show that the
object detection model (DETR [4]) can help to predict smaller and
more precise locations of sounds in the image; however, there are
samples, such as the last row in Fig. 3, in which the object detection
model misleads the inference model. These types of examples are

Figure 3: Localization maps for our variants: AVC-144k
(student model), OG-AVC (object-guided AVC-144k), and
OG-AVC-DETR (AVC-144k with ResNet18 and DETR
predictions). Trained on Flickr-144k, samples from test set.

much more frequent in VGGSS [6], making the use of a precise
object detector ineffective for audio-visual localization on VGGSS.

Overall, our qualitative results indicate that the proposed AVC
model successfully predicts the sound location in the visual data,
and incorporating the pre-trained ResNet18 into the inference
model causes an incremental improvement. Further, the integration
of an object detection model (DETR [4]) enables more precise
localization in most cases, especially in the Flickr test set.

5 CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we present an unsupervised student-teacher
architecture for audio-visual localization. Our main idea is to
transfer information from pre-trained object detection and sound
classification models to a vanilla audio-visual correspondence
model and learn from existing knowledge without the need
for labeled data. Our qualitative and quantitative experiments
on two subsets of the VGGS and Flickr datasets showed that
the proposed method outperforms the current state of the art
on both datasets. The results indicate that learning from both
sound and object prior knowledge is able to significantly improve
audio-visual localization. Additional experiments suggested that
incorporating the predictions of a pre-trained ResNet18 and an
object detection method (DETR) in the inference phase can further
improve performance. For future research, the knowledge transfer
could be improved, e.g., by adding hints from the intermediate
and last feature maps of the teachers [15] and by using attention
mechanisms that indirectly transfer the useful knowledge [38].
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